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It is not likely that there will be many descendants of the horses in Oslo. They are getting fewer by
the minute. But if there were, they would likely remember an evil and dangerous animal that one cold
march morning came creeping a cross Pilestrædet.
It looked in many ways like the enemy, the car, but
instead of puffing along on rubber feet, it crawled
on hundreds of small caterpillar feet. The dull fish
eyes glowed with evil in the dark and the sound
had some in common with the annoying sound of
cars, which the soft ears of horses dislike.
This is just about how this halftrack expedition
must have appeared in the eye of a horse. It was
rather an early morning, and as you might know, at
this hour the town horses are especially alert.
The beautiful animal that pulls the wagon to its destination, which has already seen a bit, must have
starred with anxiety after the mechanical caterpillar as it disappeared down the street. From a horse
point of view it appears pointless that the wagon
should move by itself. Just like we people would
wonder if we saw a pair of pants walking down
Karl Johan.
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A halftrack is on the other hand not so different than any other car. It just represents a car in an
earlier stage of evolution, a car that does not even
have the need of roads, just the plain dirt. It is built
on the same principles of the large tanks for warfare, which spread terror on the plains of Flanderen. And on the same way the birds wing have been
a model for the airplane wing, the caterpillar have
been inspiration to crawl when there is something
to crawl on.
In the Invalid Hotel in Paris, which houses so
many holy items, is a small car. You wonder why
it’s here among the cannons from Leipzig, Waterloo and Sedan, which shot them into a place in
world history and the railway car where Foch and
Erzberger meet one morning in the Argonne Forrest to decide the fate of people in the early period.
It is Citroëns Halftrack, the strange car that took the
liberty to crawl across Sahara’s dessert despite the
doubt and ill warnings from wise men.
It is tempting to dwell a moment by the name
André Citroën, the French lieutenant from Marne
that made grenades for the last front, and ended
up proving that American large scale industry
can be adopted to European soil. Perhaps the war
made him; it did teach him the right combination

Harandengerjøkelen
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of speed and precision. As by magic he made the
large ammunition factories of Paris deliver to the
army in just few weeks. This was a turning point
for the victory of France. But even more spectacular, he changed the output of these factories to civilian products, when peace came to the world. Now
most people are forgetting the Lieutenant the grenade man André Citroën, while millions are forced
to place attention by the car man by the same name.
Nobody believed that the Citroën Sahara car
could do the task it was made for. Not only did it
succeed. It did it with honor. It was a variant of the
Sahara car, made especially for snows, which were
to force the height mountain of Norway in the winter storm. The fact that this expedition was looked
upon with skepticism just made it more tempting
for us to do, as we rolled down Pilestrædet this
cold march morning.
The scope of the expedition is soon told and the
participants soon presented. The plan was to travel
through the Valdres across Filefjell to Maristuen,
the over the Hemsedalsfjelle, down to Hallingdal
and via Dagli to Kongsberg and the return to Oslo.
This tour would take 6 days and should tell about
the Kegress ability to handle transport of people
and mail in the mountain country during winter
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On the hill near Fagernes

when all roads are well below the snow.
The leader of the expedition was the Citroën
factories Norwegian inspector, first Lieutenant
Vethe. The participants counted director of post
Helsing, tradesman Burmeister, Board director of
A/S French Auto import and finally Costa. If the
presentation of the last person seems short, here is
a little more information. Henry Costa. He build
the first one cylinder motorcar and have since used
most his life bent over an engine compartment or
behind a wheel. He used to be one of the best drivers of France and is now a Norwegian. He taught
our king to drive a car and older drivers in Oslo
owe him their knowledge of the wonderful me-
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chanics of motors. Between these events are of
course a number of other events which he gladly
talks about on his poor Norwegian.
We frightened the horses in Homansbyen and
gained quite a few surprised looks, even from the
part of Oslo where people try to convince the tax
department those cars is not luxury, but a simple
necessity. We enjoyed this curiosity of the people
we passed though the fine snow in Normarken and
through the plowing fields of Hadeland. At times
the mimic of the faces was a “Talma” worthy. We
also meet the usual stare of what any car deserves
and passed a person with round eyes and a mouth
that slowly opened, as he saw the strange bands
that pulled us forward.
Perhaps this is the time to tell a bit about the reason
for the unusual stare we received. A half track is
as mentioned almost like other cars. It travels on
wheels and front wheels are like any other set of
wheels.
The halftrack is constructed by M. Kegresse who
has worked on snowmobiles the last 20 years. He is
born Russian but has worked for many years at the
Citroën factories. (Ed.: this is not correct).
Our Kegresse car is especially build for winter.
Below the front wheels is a set of wide steel skies.
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On Filefjel

The skies are ½ a foot above the ground when the
front wheels rolls. On the side of the skies a set of
steel knives in hard steel is mounted. These can be
lowered when the car travels on surfaces with ice
where the skies otherwise would have no grip. The
surprise is in the back. Here a set of wide belts are
mounted and driven by the engine. The belt has
toots that get in grip with a gear wheel on each
side. The side view of the belt system is similar to
the system of a locomotive for the high mountain.
And it is in fact on the high mountain the Kegresse
is put to the test.
A ride in this car on a stony road would seem
an unpleasant experience with all those aluminum
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plates mounted on the belt. But on the contrary a
row of rubber blocks mounted on top of each aluminum plate give an almost noiseless travel across
the stone bridge; and on the road the car skipped
every hole in the surface. We did not experience the
normal jumps where you are thrown to a painful
contact with the roof that is normal even in luxurious cars.
At Brandbu we had a short debate whether to
take the gravel road or travel over the ice the 4 miles
to Odnes. Even when we saw several timber tows
on the ice, we continued on the road. Our loaded
halftrack weighed about 3 tones and according to
the locals, the ice can be unsafe with a heavy load.
At Etna, where the road passes the tree line and
over the hills towards Valdres, the halftrack finally
was in its right element. Here the road was hidden
under the snow. The Forrest was like spring quite
green, but on the road it was still winter.
This is what we had hoped for. The small sharp
feet moving endlessly, and slowly pulling the
heavy body over the deep snow of Tonsåsen, while
Costa worked hard at the steering wheel. Now the
steering was heavy due to the steel skies deep in
the wet spring snow. The car did well, but slowly.
It was night when we moved downwards towards
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Arrival at Nystuen

Aurdal and on to Faurnes where Lage Fosheim was
standing on the concrete stairs of Valdres watching
the car as it moved in his yard.
The Director of Mail telegraphed that he would
arrive to Fagernes by train at noon the next day. It
would give us time to prepare the trip over the next
mountain. Costas saw a hop for skiers. He resisted
trying it with skies, but took the car up the slope.
On the place on the slope the locals call “kuln”;
Costas made the car walk on two legs. He slided
down with snow scattering around the belts.
After this rehearsal we got the Director of Mail
on board and continued through the valley. The
road changes from sand and mud to snow. The wa-
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ter has washed away part of the road. Other places
the snow has made narrow passes. The tracks were
busy and we made it to Øylo on schedule.
Up in Valdres the wind blew unkindly and we
took shelter in a house. The time we should have
spend sleeping we listened to the wind rattling the
windows. When it finally went quiet, the local police authority Opdal called.
“You cannot go to the mountain today”.
We thought of trying anyhow!
There was a major difference between Opdal and
the expedition leader, of the capabilities of the car.
We started right after and meet the head shaking
Opdal later up close to Vinstra.
The trip via Vangsmjøsen was like any other car
travel. There was open water and glitter of rainbow
over the coastline. First at Skogstad, where the road
gets steep, we meet the snow.
A hard snow blew and the pleasure of riding
an open car was mixed, even though we wore inch
thick coats. The engine worked well and the tracks
took us though the endless white. But the passengers just had to sit.
Here Grosser Burmeister got the brilliant idea
of towing skiers. He had a long tow with him.
The long tow made it possible to keep distance to
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Departure from Maristuen

the car and avoid the exhaust fumes of the motor
working at high pressure. This is how two of us got
the experience of skiing over Filefjell in a line after
a car. Burmeister and I both had the experience of
falling head first, when the animal up front, threw
us off track. We arrived Nystuen in god shape and
created quite a sensation in the lonely mountain
cabin. The Easter guests were inside drinking “polter” and playing solitaire and they were quite surprised. “We can’t go skiing and then a car comes!”
The reception was grandiose, even the landlord
found his way out. If this was not the occasion for
the only bottle of Champaign, it never came. We
tried to protest, but failed. This bottle will sizzle in
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our minds forever, in memory of this event.
The wind and the snow gave us a hard struggle. Wind gusts with hail were thrown at us. The
ground changed between ice and new snow. The
engine seemed to perform better than the people in
the car and on the tow behind the car.
It seemed that the rumor of our arrival was faster
than us getting to Maristuen. Many curious were
waiting, as we expected. The authorities lead engineer Knudsen from the road administration, head
of the communication committee and the local
police were sure the car would not make it up the
mountain, until Costas drove up in front of the hotel building.
We had a party that night in Maristuen. And it
was not only the western hospitality in the competent hands of the host madam Sara that made the
evening unforgettable. A car traveling the mountain at winter is quite an accomplishment.
Quite a few participated in the party and perhaps
this first trip across the mountain in winter made
them realize that the rest of the world came closer.
This part of Norway has so far been isolated most
of the year. And if it is true that the landscape forms
the mind of the inhabitants, this might be the end
of the narrow-mindedness that grows when winter
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At 1200 meter

storms put an end to travel. This refection is unavoidable. Also; this motor may finally realize the
thoughts of Håkon Håkonsøns of “one country and
one people” and concur the mountain that separates the two. Anyhow, this evening at Maristuen
was joyful and friendly to us travelers that took the
trip contrary to the predictions. “C’est drôle” said
Costa when he ended the days match with Filefjell.
Yes, this was indeed fun and at the same time
understandable. The Vest Land has been a closed
part of the country and the best men have been at
the Kings counseling table to present plans to open
it. Plans, prospects and calculations have piled up
in the council archives.
Railways are often repeated in these plans. But
railways are no longer what it used to be. The steel
wheels on rails are not the only answer to beat of
the century. Coal and steel have been distended
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The train station at Finse

by petrol and the green flash from the sparkplugs.
No one will probably change “Stambanerne” (Ed.:
the local rails) but all the connections to tie the new
parts of the country together do not have to be railroads. Flåmdaldbanen is example of how bad this
can be done.
While the politicians of the Western part of the
country have worked with the budgets for rail,
closedown of small railway companies and despair
in the big ones is a reality. The route the belt driven
cars went was drawn in red on maps witch properly by now is just getting mere yellow in some government archive. The plan is still a railway from
Lærdal to Fagernes if we just had the millions it

Difficult passage at Breitstølen
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took to establish it.
Right at that moment I doubt my estimate and ask
lieutenant Vethe, who is talking to Mrs. Maristuen
on the same subject. “Can you replace the railway
Lærdal-Fagernæs with your belt driven vehicles?”
“No” he replies. He needs more time during
winter compared to the railway. Our trip over the
mountain didn’t go fast; we had to brake in a new
trail. When you can run in old trails, you can do
it faster. A railway Lærdal-Fagernæs will cost millions. Give me 50 thousands to establish the belt
car service and 6-8 thousands to cover the annual
expense, and I will make a daily person and post
traffic over the mountain with three vehecals.
Here Lieutenant Vehte leaves me, to continue his
lecture on the zoology of the belt animal.
The next day the car was tested in skier terrain on
different slopes. It was even taken on a tour back to
Nystuen to convince the head shaking wise men of
its superiority.
Next morning we went through the valley and
before noon we moved up towards Hemsefjellene.
The track shifted endlessly between drifts with
blue hard ice and dunes of soft new snow. The sun
followed us to Breitstølen, and disappeared as we
continued through the plain.

On the way to Hardangerjøklen

(Burmeister, Costa, Thor Larsen, Vethe).
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Hemsedalsfjellene proved to be the most serious
challenge. We went up in a 30 degree angle on green
ice with the snowstorm directly in the face. A belt
driven car is after all a car with the same 6 cylinder
engine as other Citroën, even if it has a reduction
gear. The car can not go up a solid wall and only to
a certain degree go tilted one side. Sometimes we
had to carve the holds in the ice. It was night before
we finally came down to the highest of the houses
in Hemsedal.
Here we found the road again, but it was a sad
mix of snow and mud. Despite Vethes steel fists on
the wheel, we were thrown from side to side as if
he was drunk. None of us were really clear on how
we reached Gol that night.
The director of post left us the following day. The
hunter and sportsman were not tired, but the director’s chair needed to be filled, back in Oslo. The
sympatric man was cheered as he left with the Bergen train.
From Geilo we got report on new snow. The route
over Dagali was not for our car. Much of the roads
were gone and the streams were deep. Lutenant
Vehte therefore decided to go up to Finse and from
there attack Hadangerjøkelen. Here there would be
snow.
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Maristuen

Helpful people from the railroad got the car on
the train to the little town up the mountain.
The seat of the director of post was taken during the
day of Thor Larsen employed by the road maintenance office. He happened to be in Haugasttøl just
as the freight train, with the belt car, passed and 5
minutes later he had the vacant seat. A trip on Jøklen with car could not be resisted by the energetic
road engineer.
At Finse the railroad car was driven into a drift
and a provosoric ramp was made in snow so the
belt driven car could crawl into its right element.
Quickly we mounted the “ice knives”, a sharp steel
element that was fastened with screws to every
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9.th belt segment to improve performance in loose
snow. Precisely at 12 we were ready for start at the
memorial stone raised for Robert Scott.
Here at 1100 meter the sun was shining and
the Easter life was flourishing. But further up the
mountain the wind was playing with the snow. The
same snow that once took the life of this wonderful
Englishman who’s lonely memorial is placed here
on Villfjellet in Norway.
Hadangerjøklelen have tied a white band of snow
around our hats and laid the ever white drifts over
the landscape. The Belt Car is ready, with all hundreds of feet anxious for takeoff in the hard snow
and the engine spinning and ready for the fight.
Then we cut our way over the white plain of Finsevannets with a tail of Easter guests on tow. The
motor hums and sings while the thermometer on
the radiator slowly rises and small gusts of vapor
escape the radiator cap. The engine pulls the vehicle up the gletcher but it is also man conquering nature. The snow must surrender to the fine precision
pistons. The wonderful combination of oil, petrol
and metals.
Hadangerjøklen wouldn’t let us go the easy way.
The old mountain was in a bad mood. He felt the
small animal that crept upwards with small sharp
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Nystuen

feet. And now he sneezes so the snow packs around
us swirling white. The slope gets steeper and the
belts are full of snow. The engine works madly as
the bands slowly digs in the snow.
We are exactly at the same place where the first
Kegresse car had to retire after tree days of fierce
struggle against the gletcher. This was years ago.
Slowly we realize that we, despite the improved
Kegresse, also have to give up. The freezing and
snowstorm in the face give us strong argument to
return.
Costa has almost worn his arms off in the lead
heavy track and Vethe takes the wheel. He either
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has better understanding of the snow or is lucky to
find the right track up mountain, and after a little
more than an hour Hardangerjøklen is concurred.
It was unfortunate not modesty that kept us from
celebrating the historic moment. The snow storm
up on the white dessert plateau was so fierce that
we only thought about getting down again.
Anyhow, the event was celebrated after we slided
back down hill to Finse. The expedition was dissolved formally over a glass of Champaign. We
ended this little out of the ordinary Easter trip, with
firm handshakes, as men.
Halfdan Hylde.
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Gjendesheim
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Bygdin
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Tyin
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Mail service in Switzerland
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